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On February 19, 1982, Gulf States Utilities (GSU) notified the
Region IV Office of a reportabic deficiency pursuant 10CFR50.55(e).
The deficiency concerned miso *1gnment of contacts in Electroswitch
Series 20 selector control switches which could result in contacts
being closed when the correct position is open. The potential
deficiency was identified to GSU by General Electric (GE) who
evaluated this problem as a potential reportable condition under
10CFR21. It was determined that this situation was not reportable by
GE under that regulation. GE recommended that GSU consider
reportability under 10CFR50.55(e) for balance of plant applications of
this switch. The attachment to this letter provides additional

l details required by 10CFR50.55(c) paragraph (3).

GSU believes the corrective actions described in the attachment
fulfills the reporting requirements. This concludes GSU's response on

,

this subject.

( Sincerely,

f
_

J. E. Booker
Manager-Engineering & Licensing
River Bend Nuclear Group

JEB/I E/kt

Ar.tachment
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cc: Director of Inspection & Enforcement \)

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission /
Washington, D. C. 20555
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i ATTACHMENT

I Description of Deficiency

i Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) received a letter dated
February 2, 1982, from General Electric (GE) which notified us of a

'

deficiency concerning the slip contacts of Electroswitch Corporation's
Series 20 switch. The deficiency was identified as a misaligning of
slip contacts which resulted in a misleading pilot lamp indication
that the slip con *.act was open when in fact it was actually closed.
The switch is designed such that when the slip contacts are closed in-

'
one position, thsv remain closed when the switch handle returns to

i center normal. The misalignment may occur when the operating handle
is allowed to " snap" back to the center position. It is not possible
for the switch to be open when it should be closed.

,

| G.E. evaluated this deficiency as a potential reportable condition
; under 10CFR21 in 1980, but determined for their application that the
; situation was not reportable. This evaluation was recently reconfirmed
I by G.E. River Bend Station (RBS) employos Electroswitch Series 20

contact switches in Class 1E safety-related applications. The switch
;- is used in our Balance of Plant scope of supply as breaker control

; switches in the Power Generation Control Console for the diesel
generators. A review was performed to determine if the application of

'
the switches at RBS met the reporting criteria of 10CFR50.55(e)(1).
On February 19, 1982, the Region IV Office of Inspection and'
Enforcement was informed of the reportable condition concerning
Electroswitch Corporation Series 20 contacts employed at RBS.

Safety Implications.

The Electroswitch Series 20 contacts are used in Class 1E safety-
related applications. Without redesign or adequate replacement, and
by remaining closed when the switch should be open, these switches

; could have adversely impacted safety-related standby loads at RBS.
'

For example, the switches are used for the normal 4.16-KV supply
breaker to each IE standby bus. These breakers automatically trip

i upon loss of offsite power. If the switch contacts inadvertently
remained in the closed position, the breaker would jump from the trip

i to the closed position w:ile the standby diesel started, and attempted
to satisfy interlocks, reenergize the 1E bus, and potentially result
in a loss of the 1E bus.(

This problem represenus a significant performance deviation which
will require extensive repair to establish the adequacy of the
component and which, had it remained uncorrected, could have adversely
affected the safe operation of the power plant,
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Corrective Action

G.E. has been working with Electroswitch Corporation to provide a
suggested redesign of their Series 20 switch. The redesign will
eliminate the possibility of the " slip contacts" failing to perform
their function. In the new design the contacts are located at the
iront of the switch utilizing a mechanical shaft slip coupling and a
positive detent mechanism. The slip contacts are held in position by
the detent mechanism which reduces the possibility of a misalignment
of the contacts.

The deficient Electroswitch *eries 20 switches will be removed and
replaced.
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